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ABSTRACT

Newly identified relay ramps and rhombochasms in the northern
Appalachian Basin (NAB) require significant revision to the
structural style, structural timing, and hydrocarbon migration
components of the basin evolution model for the NAB. Relay
ramps demonstrate that Neoacadian (Devonian) extensional tec-
tonics affected the Devonian Marcellus Formation, earlier than
the accepted Alleghanian (Carboniferous–Permian) tectonics.
Relay ramps also confirm Ordovician Taconic extension affected
the Ordovician Utica Group. Rhombochasms and possible Rie-
del shears in the Utica Group suggest a component of orogen-
parallel, strike-slip motion during the Taconic Orogeny.

In western Pennsylvania, a three-dimensional (3-D) seismic
survey reveals that relay ramps terminate straight segments of
faults and kink bands along the southeast borders of asymmetric,
Salina Group “salt” pillows. The relay ramps are consistent with
a local extensional environment associated with evaporite and
mud or mudstone withdrawal and transport. Devonian sedi-
ments infill the grabens linked with the salt pillows, indicating
that the grabens and associated faults initiated during the Devo-
nian Neoacadian orogeny. Since the faults predate hydrocarbon
generation, they were potentially migration pathways for hydro-
carbons.

In New York State, Ordovician (Taconic) rhombochasms in
the NAB are inferred from (1) grabens observed in 3-D seismic
surveys that occur at right stepovers of northeast-striking faults
south of the New York promontory on the Taconic Laurentian
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margin and (2) grabens mapped at the surface that occur at left
stepovers of north-northeast–striking faults north of the New
York promontory. The opposite sense of inferred motion north
and south of the promontory is compatible with Taconic escape
tectonics away from the New York promontory.

INTRODUCTION

In the northern Appalachian Basin, anticlines (Figure 1) that lie
structurally above the decollement in the Silurian Salina Group,
as well as salt-collapse synclines, are generally believed to have
developed during the Carboniferous to Permian Alleghanian orog-
eny (e.g., Frey, 1973; Harrison et al., 2004; Sak et al., 2012; Mo-
lofsky et al., 2013; Mount, 2014; Gillespie et al., 2015). The anti-
clines are generally thought to have been generated in response to
foreland-directed slip on the decollement in a compressive stress
regime (e.g., Mount, 2014). This stress regime resulted from the
collision of Laurentia with Gondwana (e.g., Hatcher, 2005).

In this paper, we present three-dimensional (3-D) seismic
data from western Pennsylvania that suggest extensional struc-
tures in the Appalachian Basin developed earlier, during the De-
vonian Neoacadian orogeny. These newly identified structures,
which affected the Marcellus Formation, include relay ramps at
the termination of border faults along the southeastern margins of
the anticlines. Our conclusion that Neoacadian extensional tec-
tonics affected the Marcellus Formation in the northern Appala-
chian Basin is an outgrowth of our research conducted between
2012 and 2015 (Jacobi et al., 2012, 2013, 2015) and is consistent
with the recent Gao et al. (2020) suggestion that Devonian defor-
mation occurred in central Pennsylvania.

We interpret outcrop data in New York State (Figure 2) to
suggest that relay ramps also occur in the Ordovician Trenton
Group. An extensional stress regime inferred from these relay
ramps is consistent with proposed normal fault motion that af-
fected the Trenton Group and overlying Utica Group during the
Ordovician Taconic Orogeny (e.g., Cushing and Ruedemann,
1914; Fisher, 1980; Bradley and Kidd, 1991; Jacobi andMitchell,
2002). However, newly interpreted 3-D seismic and outcrop
data in New York State also suggest that rhombochasms (releas-
ing bends) involve the Trenton and Utica Groups. These features
indicate that a component of orogen-parallel, strike-slip Taconic
motion also affected the Trenton and Utica Groups. Such mo-
tion has not been previously proposed for the Taconic conver-
gent faults in the Mohawk Valley of New York State.

After an introduction to relay ramps and rhombochasms (re-
leasing bends), this paper focuses on the following elements: (1)
3-D seismic data from western Pennsylvania that display relay
ramps in the Devonian Onondaga Limestone, which underlies
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Figure 1. Folds and faults in the Appalachian Basin of New York and Pennsylvania. Red lines in New York State = faults from Jacobi
(2002). Yellow lines in New York State = faults from Rickard (1973). Green lines in New York State = anticline axes of folds above the Silu-
rian evaporite section from Wedel (1932). Green lines in Pennsylvania = axes of folds above the Silurian evaporite section from Beardsley
et al. (1999). White dashed polygon labeled “3D” in Pennsylvania indicates the general location of Figures 4–6, 8. White dashed box la-
beled “3D” in New York State indicates the general location of Figures 9–15. Green box in New York State indicates approximate location
of Figure 2. Red area in northern Pennsylvanian labeled “K” indicates the center of the Kane gravity high (from Lash and Engelder, 2011;
after Parrish and Lavin, 1982). Area outlined by yellow dashes labeled “OA” in northern Pennsylvania shows where the Middle Devonian
Oriskany Sandstone is absent (from Kostelnik and Carter, 2009). Green region in western Pennsylvania and New York labeled “USA” signi-
fies where the Middle Devonian Union Springs Member of the Marcellus Formation is absent (from Lash and Engelder, 2011). Labeled,
blue, dashed lines indicate the center of selected northwest-striking cross-strike discontinuities. “B” indicates Bradford County. B-B = Blairsville–
Broadtop Lineament; H-G = Home–Gallitzen Lineament; L-A = Lawrenceville–Attica Lineament; P-W = Pittsburgh–Washington Lineament; T-M
= Tyrone–Mt. Union Lineament; U = unnamed lineament; W = Washington County Lineament (from Harper, 1989).
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the Marcellus Formation (see Figure 3 for strati-
graphic column); (2) application of the relay-ramp
concept to possible analogues in the Cambrian–Or-
dovician outcrop belt in the Mohawk Valley of
New York State; (3) 3-D seismic data that may

indicate rhombochasms and Riedel shears in the
Ordovician Trenton and Utica Groups in New
York State; and (4) possible rhombochasm ana-
logues in the Proterozoic to Utica outcrop belt in
the Mohawk Valley region, New York State.
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Figure 2. Geology map of the Mohawk Valley region, New York State, that displays the Mohawk Valley faults and associated faults. These
faults sustained significant motion during the Taconic Orogeny. (Approximate location of Figure 2 shown as the green box in Figure 1). Geol-
ogy generally from US Geological Survey website (US Geological Survey, 2016) and from Fisher (1980). Taconic m�elange, Taconic alloch-
thon, and Taconic intense deformation bands from Kidd (in Jacobi et al., 2016). Faults modified from Cushing and Ruedemann (1914),
Fisher (1980), Bradley and Kidd (1991), Kidd et al. (1995), Hayman and Kidd (2002a, b), Cross et al. (2004), Agle et al. (2005, 2006a), and
Jacobi et al. (2005), and generally follow those in O’Hara et al. (2017). Possible faults (indicated by black dashed outline of semitransparent
fill) are modified from Jacobi (2002) and are based primarily on lineaments, several of which are coincident with known faults to the north.
Red and yellow star indicates approximate location of core discussed in text. Large numbers in italics (1–5) indicate locations of grabens dis-
cussed in text. Black solid circle on Hoffmans Fault indicates location of kinematic indicators displayed in Figure 15. Labeled, white dashed
boxes indicate locations of Figures 10 and 11A. Figure modified from Jacobi and Ebel (2019). Fault name abbreviations: Do = Dolgeville; E-
G = East Galway; Eph = Ephrata; E-S-A = East Stone Arabia; Fo = Fonda; G-L = Galway Lake; Ho = Hoffmans; Hrk = Herkimer; L-F = Little
Falls; Man = Manheim; M-C = Mother Creek; No = Noses; S-M = Saratoga-McGregor; Sp = Sprakers; T-H = Tribes Hill; W-G =West Galway;
System name abbreviations: C = Cambrian; C-O = Cambrian–Ordovician; O = Ordovician; Q = Qal (Quaternary alluvium).
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A final objective is to illuminate the following
eight implications of these newly recognized struc-
tural features. (1) Initial deformation in the section
above the Silurian Salina Group in western Pennsyl-
vania was related to the Devonian Neoacadian oroge-
ny, not the Carboniferous–Permian Alleghanian
orogeny. (2) Since the Neoacadian faults predate oil
and gas generation, these faults were likely migration
pathways for hydrocarbon away from the source
beds. (3) Many of these faults above the Salina
Group are in approximate alignment with faults
below the Salina Group that extend down to Protero-
zoic rocks; these deeper faults are generally reactivated

Neoproterozoic–Cambrian Iapetan-opening faults.
The spatial relationship between faults below and
above the Salina Group suggests that fault-block mo-
tion below the Salina evaporite influenced the defor-
mation above the Salina Group and in some cases led
to slumping with minimal downslope translation
(since the faults above and below the evaporite remain
approximately aligned). (4) Rhombochasms in the
Ordovician Trenton and Utica Groups in New York
State indicate a component of orogen-parallel strike-
slip motion during the Ordovician Taconic Orogeny.
(5) The high fracture porosity commonly associated
with rhombochasms and Riedel shears make such
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features in the Ordovician Trenton and Utica Groups
exploration targets. (6) The faults in New York State
can have significantly different motion histories, even
within the same fault system. Such varying fault mo-
tion histories result from differing reactivation re-
sponses to at least seven different tectonic episodes
from Neoproterozoic Iapetan opening through the
Ordovician Taconic Orogeny to Cretaceous uplift.
(7) Such contrasting motion histories can result in
significantly different fluid migration histories, which
in turn can result in strong compartmentalization.
(8) Divergent Taconic strike-slip patterns on oppo-
site sides of the New York promontory may reflect
escape tectonics away from the buttress of the
promontory.

Relay Ramps and Rhombochasms

Fault stepovers link individual fault segments in all the
major groups of faults (normal, strike slip, and re-
verse). In extensional regimes, normal-fault segments
can be linked by relay ramps, which have been recog-
nized around the world (see reviews by Faulds and
Varga, 1998, and Fossen and Rotevatn, 2016), includ-
ing, for example, in the United Kingdom (e.g.,
Peacock and Sanderson, 1994); Canyonlands, United
States (e.g., Trudgill and Cartwright, 1994; Commins
et al., 2005; Pless, 2014); Basin and Range province in
Oregon, United States (Crider, 2001); Mexico (Xu
et al., 2011); Spain (Soliva et al., 2006); Italy (Di
Bucci et al., 2006; Soliva et al., 2008); western Turkey
(G€urbo�ga, 2014); the North Sea (e.g., Dawers and
Underhill, 2000; McLeod et al., 2000); Greenland
(Peacock et al., 2000); onshore Africa (e.g., Morley,
2002); and offshore Africa (e.g., Dutton and Trudgill,
2009). Linked normal-fault segments have also been
modeled extensively (e.g., Acocella et al., 2005; Hus
et al., 2005; Soliva et al., 2006, 2008; Whipp et al.,
2016). However, to our knowledge, no relay ramps
have been reported or modeled for the Northern
Appalachian Basin, for either the Ordovician Trenton
and Utica Groups or the Devonian Onondaga Lime-
stone andMarcellus Shale. The lack of reported exam-
ples is largely because of a lack of continuous outcrop
and, until recently, a lack of 3-D seismic surveys.

Rhombochasms (or releasing bends) develop at
fault stepovers in strike-slip regimes. Rhombochasms
have been recognized in orogenic belts around the
world (e.g., Mann et al., 1983; see Mann, 2006, for a

worldwide review). Additionally, rhombochasms
have been modeled extensively (e.g., Choi et al.,
2011; Mitra and Paul, 2011). However, no rhombo-
chasms have been reported previously in the north-
ern Appalachian Basin.

We report in this paper the first identification
of both relay ramps and rhombochasms in the
northern Appalachian Basin. These newly recog-
nized structures have implications for deciphering
the tectonic development of the basin. The relay
ramps that occur above the Silurian evaporites of
the Salina Group suggest that the deformation as-
sociated with these relay ramps developed initially
in an extensional environment, not in a compres-
sional environment as commonly envisioned (e.g.,
Sak et al., 2012; Mount, 2014; Gillespie et al.,
2015). Furthermore, the proposed Late Devonian
age of the relay ramps suggests that these fault sys-
tems were active during the Neoacadian orogeny,
at least 50 m.y. before the commonly accepted
age of structural development related to the Alle-
ghanian orogeny (e.g., Frey, 1973; Harrison et al.,
2004; Sak et al., 2012; Molofsky et al., 2013;
Mount, 2014; Gillespie et al., 2015). Our pro-
posed older age of fault initiation signifies that the
faults would have been already in existence when
oil generation occurred in the northern Appala-
chian Basin (Jacobi et al., 2012, 2013, 2015,
2018). The faults thus would have been potential
conduits for oil and gas migration out of the Devo-
nian black shales up into the higher Devonian
sandstones like the Elk and Bradford (Jacobi et al.,
2012, 2013).

The proposed Ordovician rhombochasms indicate
local transtensional deformation with a component of
strike-slip, orogen-parallel motion in the foreland dur-
ing the Ordovician Taconic Orogeny. Knowledge of
the stress distributions that resulted in the transten-
sional deformation can not only help inform interpre-
tations of the foreland basin tectonic history but also
promote predictions of such details as the timing and
orientation of fracture systems in the basin.

The importance of information concerning frac-
ture network characteristics, including orientation,
timing of development, and fracture aperture and
sealing, has been recognized for decades in oil and gas
exploration and in other fluid migration studies, such
as contaminant migration and geothermal projects
(e.g., Christie-Blick and Biddle, 1985; Zoback, 2010;
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Vignaroli et al., 2013). Recognition of rhombo-
chasms can lead to highly productive fracture plays,
since the local transtensional environment that char-
acterizes a rhombochasm results in localized areas of
relatively high fracture porosity (e.g., Christie-Blick
and Biddle, 1985; Cunningham andMann, 2007; Zo-
back, 2010; Mitra and Paul, 2011). The stepover
faults and associated fracture networks will be at un-
expectedly high angles to the general trends of the or-
ogen-parallel fault systems (e.g., Mitra and Paul,
2011). Localized fracture plays related to Taconic
rhombochasms most likely occur in other parts of
Appalachian Basin where a component of Taconic
strike-slip motion occurred.

Mohawk Valley Faults, Eastern New
York State

The Mohawk Valley in eastern New York State has
been a natural laboratory for more than 100 yr for
those studying the Cambrian–Ordovician and its tec-
tonic framework in the basin (e.g., Cushing and Rue-
demann, 1914). Moreover, the region was the incu-
bator, along with Newfoundland, for the seminal
land-based plate tectonic models (Bird and Dewey,
1970). The Mohawk Valley continues to be an im-
portant area for contributions to evolving Taconic
plate models (e.g., Macdonald et al., 2017; Jacobi
and Mitchell, 2018). This importance reflects the
fact that the Mohawk Valley is one of the few places
along the eastern flank of the Appalachian Basin
where the Cambrian–Ordovician sedimentary sec-
tion and Taconic faults are exposed at the surface
and where the relationships between stratigraphy
and Taconic faulting can be examined in outcrop.
Both the large-scale and small-scale elements and
their geometries can be studied and linked when
building a model for subsurface exploration in the
eastern half of the Appalachian Basin. For that rea-
son, we discuss the Ordovician structure of the Mo-
hawk Valley in some detail and present new interpre-
tations of that geology. The geology interpretations
and models presented in this paper will promote a
better understanding of what structures and structur-
al effects might be expected for those who are work-
ing in the Ordovician Trenton–Black River and Utica
targets of the Appalachian Basin.

The dominant faults in theMohawk Valley strike
north to northeast (Figure 2) and have been regarded

as Ordovician Taconic normal faults based on field
stratigraphic relationships (see reviews by Bradley
and Kidd, 1991; Jacobi and Mitchell, 2018; Jacobi
and Ebel, 2019). In the 1980s, eastward subduction-
zone models suggested that the normal faults were
related to plate flexure and plate subsidence as the
Laurentian plate entered the subduction zone during
the Taconic Orogeny (e.g., Jacobi, 1981; Rowley and
Kidd, 1981; Stanley and Ratcliffe, 1985; Bradley and
Kidd, 1991). More-recent models proposed that the
faults are related to Taconic retro-arc foreland basin
subsidence (e.g., Macdonald et al., 2014, 2017; Jaco-
bi and Mitchell, 2018), although limited eastward
subduction during final continent-arc collision also
may have taken place.

The age of the Mohawk Valley faults was thought
to be Ordovician (Taconic), based on several consider-
ations. (1) The faults were assumed to die out upsec-
tion (to the south) in the Ordovician Utica Group and
overlying Schenectady Formation of the Lorraine
Group (e.g., Fisher, 1980). (2) The faults were be-
lieved to not offset the Silurian unconformity (e.g.,
Bradley and Kidd, 1991). (3) Conglomerates in the
Ordovician Black River and Trenton Groups are local-
ized adjacent to the faults (Bradley and Kidd, 1991).
(4) On the horst west of Noses Fault, the missing
Trenton Group suggested uplift between Beekman-
town and Utica time of deposition (e.g., Ruedemann,
1912; Fisher, 1980; Bradley and Kidd, 1991). (5) Or-
dovician slump folds in the Trenton and Utica were
thought to reflect tectonic instability (Kay, 1937; Fish-
er, 1979; Bradley and Kidd, 1991; Jacobi andMitchell,
2002; Jacobi et al., 2002). (6) Ordovician growth fault
geometries were inferred from large-scale map pat-
terns (Bradley and Kidd, 1991) and from cross sections
utilizing outcrop biochronology and tephrochronology
(Jacobi andMitchell, 2002, 2018).

The first consideration above is unconvincing be-
cause poor outcrop and imprecise stratigraphy did
not promote fault recognition where the faults were
thought to die out. The second consideration is also
tenuous since regional mapping, especially in covered
areas, could not recognize small offsets of the
Ordovician–Silurian contact. The following four con-
siderations do not preclude fault motion prior to, or
subsequent to, Ordovician Taconic movement. In
fact, the motion history of the Mohawk Valley faults
is considerably more complex than originally pre-
sumed, based on both recent field research and
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interpretations of two-dimensional (2-D) and 3-D
seismic reflection data, (e.g., Bosworth and Putman,
1986; Jacobi, 2002, 2011, 2012; Valentino et al.,
2012).

Many of the faults initiated during Neoprotero-
zoic–Cambrian Iapetan-opening times. Some were
reactivated at the time of the Cambrian–Ordovician
boundary. All were reactivated during the Ordovi-
cian Taconic Orogeny, and some were reactivated
during the Silurian Salinic, Devonian Neoacadian,
and Carboniferous–Permian Alleghanian orogenies,
as well as during Cretaceous uplift and more-recent
times (for detailed reviews, see Jacobi, 2010; Jacobi
andMitchell, 2018; Jacobi and Ebel, 2019).

Interpretations of 3-D seismic surveys presented
in this paper confirm that significant Paleozoic mo-
tion on most of the faults indeed ended during the
Taconic Orogeny (for location of seismic surveys
southwest of the Mohawk Valley, see Figure 1). In-
terpretations of the same 3-D seismic surveys also
suggest, however, that faults with similar orienta-
tions, and in some cases, within the same fault sys-
tem, have different timings of cessation and sense of
slip (Jacobi, 2011, 2012). Some of these reactivated
faults offset the entire Cambrian–Devonian sedimen-
tary section, signaling Alleghanian and possibly
more-recent motion.

In this paper, we present a relay-ramp interpreta-
tion for Cushing and Ruedemann’s (1914) mapping
along the Saratoga-McGregor Fault and for fault
blocks to the northwest (e.g., Kidd et al., 1995). This
interpretation supports the more than 100-yr tradi-
tional view that the Mohawk Valley faults are normal
faults. However, results from recent field work
(Schweigel et al., 2015, 2017) and from recent 3-D
seismic surveys (Jacobi, 2012) presented in this paper
suggest that some of the Mohawk Valley faults also
sustained a component of strike-slip motion. An im-
plication of the strike-slip component is that in a
strike-slip regime, rhombochasms can form at fault
stepovers, given the appropriate sense of motion and
sense of stepover (e.g., Christie-Blick and Biddle,
1985). Rhombochasms can lead to anomalously thick
sedimentary sections and anomalously high fracture
porosity that would affect oil and gas production and
contaminant transport (e.g., Zoback, 2010).

Differing fault timings and differing senses of
motion on the Mohawk Valley faults suggest that ap-
parent fault motion histories based on a few data

points should not be extrapolated with a high degree
of confidence to entire networks of faults in the
northern Appalachian Basin. Such generalizations
can lead to incorrect assumptions concerning the
fault motion history of individual faults and conse-
quent faulting factors such as timing of hydrocarbon
and hydrothermal migration along faults (Jacobi,
2012). The different timings of fault motion can lead
to significant local compartmentalization.

RELAY RAMPS ON THE DEVONIAN
ONONDAGA LIMESTONE IN A 3-D
SEISMIC SURVEY, PENNSYLVANIA

The 3-D seismic survey discussed in this paper is
located in western Pennsylvania (Figure 1). Asym-
metric anticlines with faulted southeast limbs are
prominent features in the time-structure map and
isometric view of the Devonian Onondaga Lime-
stone (Figure 4) and are typical of the region. The
anticline cores consist of Silurian evaporite, mud-
stone, and siltstone (Jacobi et al., 2013, 2015).
Yoked, generally narrow synclines and grabens oc-
cur southeast of the anticlines. The folds and asso-
ciated faults are commonly ascribed to Alleghanian
(Carboniferous–Permian) deformation related to
foreland-directed slip above the Silurian evaporite
section (e.g., Sak et al., 2012; Molofsky et al.,
2013; Mount, 2014). However, Jacobi et al. (2013,
2015) proposed that these structures initiated dur-
ing the Devonian Neoacadian orogeny. In this
model, the structures initiated in response to limit-
ed gliding and slumping of Silurian Salina units
(and overlying units) down a paleoslope that was
directed southeasterly toward the hinterland. The
locations of the slump (scarp) faults commonly are
approximately aligned with faults that affect the
section below the Salina Group. These deeper
faults demarcate fault blocks with different dips
and subsea elevations of the Silurian Lockport and
deeper reflectors. The deeper faults extend down
to Iapetan-opening-Rome trough faults that display
growth faults geometries. The slumping in the
Silurian–Devonian section was apparently related to
reactivations of these Iapetan structures. Alleghanian
reverse faults and kink bands that affect the Devoni-
an and Carboniferous section also are aligned with
the structurally deeper faults. This alignment
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Figure 4. (A) Time-structure map on the Devonian Onondaga Limestone in a three-dimensional (3-D) seismic survey. The seismic sur-
vey is located within the white dashed polygon in Pennsylvania in Figure 1. Northeast-striking black lines indicate major faults at the Onon-
daga Limestone level. Anticline axis (red line) that is mapped in the near-surface and surface Carboniferous coal measures (more than
1 mi [>1.6 km] above the Onondaga surface) swings from one Onondaga anticline to the next. Contour interval is 8 ms (�17 m [�56 ft]).
The color ramp is from white and yellow = high to blue = low. The small white blocks in the image are areas of no data (“cut-outs”). (B)
Isometric view of the Onondaga Limestone surface shown in (A), looking north. Significant relay ramps are numbered 1–5. The number 4
refers to the relay ramp partially hidden in this isometric view. The 3-D seismic survey is located within the white dashed polygon in Penn-
sylvania in Figure 1. Horizontal scale is correct at the front of the isometric view. The vertical “up” arrow is approximately 175 m (�575 ft)
in the approximate center of the isometric view. This surface is in the depth domain. The depth domain was calculated by using well
ties between formation tops and interpreted horizons to build a velocity model that allowed us to convert the time domain (in (A)) to
depth (B).
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suggests that the later Alleghanian deformation also
was guided by the deeper structures (e.g., Jacobi,
2002; Scanlin and Engelder, 2003; Jacobi et al.,
2013, 2015).

The northeast-striking faults that border the anti-
clines are distinctly straight segments at the Onondaga
stratigraphic level (Figure 4). In contrast, the axes of
near-surface to surface anticlines, more than a mile
(>1600 m) above the Onondaga structures, swing
from one Onondaga anticlinal crest to another (see
red line marking a mapped surface fold axis in Figure
4A). These shallow anticline axes were mapped from
the disposition of near-surface Carboniferous coal
measures and from surface units (e.g., Socolow, 1980;
Beardsley et al., 1999; Faill and Nickelsen, 1999). The
sharp bends in the mapped surface-anticline axes thus
mark fault stepovers in the deeper section. The bends
also suggest that local cross-strike discontinuities
(CSDs) inferred from surface fold disruptions are con-
trolled by the deeper stepovers and relay ramps.

The northeast-striking fault segments are soft
linked by distinct unbreached relay ramps at various
scales (the larger relay ramps are numbered in Figure
4B). In the 3-D seismic survey, most of the fault sys-
tems that offset the Onondaga reflector appear to
be normal faults (Figure 5), as might be expected
from the proposed presence of relay ramps. The

faults that extend upsection from the Tully reflec-
tor, however, are thrust faults (Figure 5). Similar
thrusts have been recognized farther north in the
basin by Mount (2014), although Mount (2014)
suggested that the thrusts extend unbroken down
into the Salina Group.

The amount of throw on the Onondaga reflector
varies along the strike of the faults. At the cross-sec-
tion location (Figure 5), fault B has a throw of ap-
proximately 40 ms (�85 m [�280 ft]), but the
throw increases to the southwest. Maximum fault
throw on the Onondaga reflector along the central
fault southwest of relay ramp no. 3 is approximately
427 m (�1400 ft) and declines near relay ramp no. 3
(Figure 4B). The displacement profile along central
faults (Figure 6) linked by relay ramp no. 4 (Figure
4B) does not yield a constant cumulative throw
across the linkage zone of the relay ramp no. 4 (Fig-
ure 6), which suggests that the faults are soft linked;
that is, the fault segments are not splay linked at
depth (e.g., Childs et al., 2003). The inferred soft
link is consistent with the seismic section in Figure
5A where the individual faults (A, B, and C) are not
connected at depth.

The overlap length/width ratio of relay ramps
is dependent upon fault length, fault throw,
physical properties, and mechanical thickness

WSW ENE

~3,048 m

C
B A

~10,000 ft
~500 ft
~152 m

5

(A)

Figure 5. (A) Dip section in the three-dimensional (3-D) seismic survey across faults in the westernmost part of the 3-D seismic survey
(for location see (B)). The three labeled faults (A–C) appear to be normal faults, and the throw on fault B is approximately 40 ms. (�85 m
[�280 ft]). The normal fault locations are denoted in (B). The number 5 indicates relay ramp 5 in Figure 4B. A selected thrust fault is
marked by the red dashed line; this fault has an apparent dip of approximately 16� and a true dip of approximately 28�. The thrust offsets
the Tully and Sonyea reflectors. Seismic data used in this interpretation are courtesy of and owned by Seitel. (B) Locations of the three
faults (A–C) and the seismic section that are displayed in (A) are shown on an isometric view of the northwestern part of the Onondaga
surface that is displayed in Figure 4B. Fault A is the southeastern boundary fault of relay ramp 5 in Figure 4B and (A) and (B).
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(e.g., Fossen and Rotevatn, 2016). The length/
width ratios of relay ramps in models, outcrops,
and 3-D seismic surveys are fairly constant over
nine orders of magnitude of fault overlap lengths
(Table 1; Hus et al., 2005; Fossen and Rotevatn,
2016; Whipp et al., 2016). The overlap length/
width ratios of the seven larger relay ramps in the
3-D seismic survey have an average of 2.2 with a
standard deviation of 0.33 and a range from 1.7
to 2.9. These ratios are within the range found
for dry sand models, clay models, and natural ex-
amples (see Table 1; Hus et al., 2005; Fossen and
Rotevatn, 2016; Whipp et al., 2016).

Ramp widths are commonly approximately half
the mechanical thickness (Soliva et al., 2006; Fossen
and Rotevatn, 2016). The average half width of the
five labeled relay ramps in the 3-D seismic survey

(Figure 4B) is 764 m (standard deviation = 122 m).
Since the present thickness between the base of the
relay ramp at the deformed Salina Group and the
Tully Limestone is on the order of 300 m, it is proba-
ble that themechanical layer included at least the Hel-
derberg to Tully interval and may have included strata
higher in the section. Thus, fracturing related to the
relay ramp formation such as localized fracture inten-
sification domains (e.g., O’Hara et al., 2017) along the
faults and localized cross joints can be expected to af-
fect both theMarcellus and Geneseo black shales.

The average dip of the seven larger relay ramps in
the 3-D survey is approximately 3� (with a standard
deviation of 1.5�), and the averagemaximumdip is ap-
proximately 5�, with a standard deviation of 1.5�.
These low dips are consistent with the generally
unbreached nature of the relay ramps, as observed in
seismic slices through the 3-D survey. Elsewhere relay
ramps appear to become breached (faulted) as the de-
formation increases to maximum dips on the order of
13�–18� (see Fossen and Rotevatn, 2016, for a review).
Rotation of the relay ramp dip azimuth away from co-
linearity with the strike of the faults as the fault tips
progressively interact is also common elsewhere (see
Fossen and Rotevatn, 2016, for a review). Such rota-
tion is observed only to a limited extent in the 3-D seis-
mic survey (Figure 4). The limited rotation is also con-
sistent with the unbreached nature of the relay ramps.

Longitudinal (strike) seismic sections along the
length of the relay ramps in the 3-D seismic survey
(Figure 4) show two end members for the relay ramp
configuration (Figure 7). These end members reveal
clues concerning the ramp (and associated graben) de-
velopment. In one end member, the aerial extent of
the zone of removed material beneath the ramp in-
creases upsection toward the upper end of the ramp in
a stepwise manner across reflectors, resulting in a
stepped-back profile (Figures 7; 8A, C), such as might
be expected for an erosional profile or sediment slide
scar. The (pseudo) decollement is above the successive
steps and below the continuous reflectors at the base
of the relay ramp. In the alternative case (Figures 7;
8B, C), the relay ramp was formed by removal of suc-
cessively more material (areally) downsection toward
the upper end of the ramp, forming half of a turtle
structure (see Hudec et al., 2011; Quirk et al., 2012,
for examples of turtle structures). In this case, the
main decollement is immediately above the reflector
along which the overlying reflectors of the relay ramp

4

DISTANCE ALONG  FAULTS

3,048 m

10,000 ft 

4

DISTANCE ALONG  FAULTS

3,048 m

10,000 ft 

Figure 6. Profiles of fault throw. The upper panel shows the
color-coded fault locations and relay ramp no. 4 on the time-
structure map of the Devonian Onondaga Limestone; this map is
the central and northwestern parts of Figure 4A. The color ramp
is from white and yellow = high to blue = low. The lower panel
displays the profiles of fault throw along the strike of the two col-
or-coded faults linked by relay ramp no. 4. The azure blue circles
indicate the cumulative throw of the red and blue faults in the re-
gion of the relay ramp.
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structurally “downlap.” Since this line of section is a
strike line, the structures indicate longitudinal flow of
material during removal as well as the expected or-
thogonal flow. Most of the larger relay ramps appear
to be a combination of the two end members but with
a dominance of the turtle structure.

RELAY RAMPS IN THE ORDOVICIAN
TRENTON–UTICA IN THE MOHAWK
VALLEY, NEW YORK STATE

The Saratoga-McGregor Fault has generally been re-
garded as the easternmost Ordovician (Taconic) ex-
posed normal fault with significant throw in the Mo-
hawk Valley region (Figure 2; e.g., Bradley and Kidd,
1991). At Saratoga Springs, New York (Figure 2),

Cushing and Ruedemann (1914) proposed a fault
horse (not horst) between parallel faults of the Saratoga-
McGregor Fault. Their illustrations of the horse are
remarkably similar to a relay ramp (Figure 9). Al-
though most of the outcrop they examined is now
covered, we suggest that the horse is a relay ramp
joining Saratoga-McGregor Fault segments.

On a larger scale, between Hoffmans Fault and
Ruedemann’s Line (Figure 10), the map pattern of
fault offsets involving contacts of Ordovician clastics
(units U, 1, and 2 south of Saratoga Springs on Figure
10) could be construed to indicate relay ramps
wherein the primary motion on the normal fault
steps right successively to the north. Such an offset
pattern can also be observed at a subsidiary fault west
of Saratoga-McGregor Fault at Saratoga Springs

Onondaga

Material to be 
removed (gray)

Onondaga

T1

T2

TURTLE STRUCTURE
“EROSIONAL” STEP-BACK

PROFILE STRUCTURE

Helderberg

Salina

Figure 7. Cartoon models of a longitudinal slice through a relay ramp showing two developmental processes for the relay ramps in the
Pennsylvania three-dimensional seismic survey. In the left panels that portray the step-back profile structure, successively more material is
removed areally upsection, whereas in the right panels that portray the turtle structure, successively more material is removed areally
downsection. T = time.

Table 1. Relay Ramp Overlap Length/Width Ratios

Observation Source

Ramp Length/Width

Average Std. Dev. (–) Range

3-D seismic survey This paper 2.2 0.3 1.6–2.6
Sand box models, outcrop,
and 3-D seismic surveys

Fossen and Rotevatn (2016) 3.3 * 0.5–20

Dry sand models Hus et al. (2005)† 3.0 1.25 1.7–6.6
Clay models Whipp et al. (2016) 2.4 0.9 1.0–6.3

Abbreviation: 3-D = three dimensional; Std. Dev. = standard deviation.
*Not presented, but most ratios are between 1 and 10.
†Values calculated from Figure 8 in Hus et al. (2005).
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(Figure 2), where the carbonate–Utica contact is dis-
placed. Other factors could contribute to the appar-
ent relay ramp map pattern, each with an unknown
degree of importance, however, such as (1) down-to-
the-east normal faults that offset the regional south-
ward dip off the Adirondack dome and (2) a limited
amount of left-lateral motion on the normal faults.
However, the Saratoga-McGregor Fault does not ap-
pear to have sustained strike-slip motion based on ki-
nematic indicators in an unoriented core on a splay of
the fault (star in Figures 2, 10; Hanson et al., 2010,
2011). We suggest map patterns similar to those at
Saratoga Springs (Figure 10) that occur along the
Montmorency and Chateau Richer fault systems in
the St. Lawrence Lowlands (figure 3 in Shaw, 1993)
may also have a relay-ramp origin as an important
contributing factor, rather than left-lateral strike-slip
motion that displaced originally contiguous units as
suggested by Shaw (1993).

The Little Falls Fault displays three fault step-
overs (Figures 2, 11; e.g., Cushing, 1905; Agle et al.,
2005; Jacobi et al., 2005), but relay ramps at the fault
stepovers are not observed. Where outcrop exists,
the stepovers are faults, with a narrow zone of steeply
dipping bedding and breccia with Utica bedding on
the downthrown side flattening out within approxi-
mately 230 m of the cross fault (Cushing, 1905, p.
42). Remapping the area (Agle et al., 2005; Jacobi
et al., 2005), showed that the outcrops of Cushing
(1905) are mostly covered, but the nearest outcrop
to the fault with flat Utica bedding is approximately
230 m from the fault (Figure 11B). The overlap
(ramp) length/width ratio is thus smaller than ap-
proximately 0.13. This ratio is an order of magnitude
smaller than the relay ramp ratios from models (e.g.,
Hus et al., 2005) and those observed in the 3-D seis-
mic survey in this paper. Essentially only very small
relay ramps, if any, exist at these surface localities.
Although relay ramps are not observed at the fault
stepovers, the fault motion was dip slip at the time of
slickenfiber generation since slickenfibers plunge
downdip at the stepover (Figure 11B).

The lack of a significant relay ramp at the step-
overs has three possible contributing factors. One
factor is that the relay ramps here continued develop-
ing to stage 4 (late stage) of Peacock and Sanderson
(1994), wherein a fault orthogonal to the main fault
trend has taken up much of the strain. In this model,
a relay ramp might exist below the ground surface in

the underlying carbonates northeast of the north-
west-striking stepover faults. This factor, with an un-
exposed relay ramp, is consistent with Cushing’s
(1905) estimate that the exposed cross fault exhibits
less than half the throw estimated on the northeast-
striking segments (p. 41).

A second factor is that the Cambrian–Ordovician
carbonate bank section was apparently already lithi-
fied at the time of major fault motion, yet the overly-
ing shale of the Utica Group and coarser clastics were
still ductile, resulting in horsts with flat-lying carbo-
nates adjacent to the faults and narrow zones of
steeply dipping, drag-folded clastic sections on the
downthrown sides, as observed along the Little Falls,
Dolgeville, and Manheim Faults (e.g., Bradley and
Kidd, 1991; Jacobi et al., 2005).

A third factor may be that preexisting faults
that developed during the Neoproterozoic–Cam-
brian Iapetan-opening events controlled the devel-
opment of the northwest-striking stepover faults.
Such northwest-striking faults with significant
throw in the Proterozoic rocks can be inferred
from gravity modeling (Benoit et al., 2014). The
topographic lineaments (thin dashed black and
white lines in Figure 11A) that extend beyond the
presently mapped stepover faults probably repre-
sent small-scale offsets and fracture intensification
domains along reactivated parts of longer north-
west-striking fault systems that may have initiated
during Iapetan opening.

RHOMBOCHASMS IN ORDOVICIAN
TRENTON AND UTICA GROUPS
INTERPRETED IN 3-D SEISMIC SURVEYS IN
EASTERN NEW YORK STATE

Small 3-D seismic surveys southwest of the Mohawk
Valley (Figure 1) shot for Norse Energy display a se-
ries of en-echelon fault systems that affect the section
from the top of the Proterozoic basement to the Or-
dovician Trenton and Utica Groups (Figure 12A).
The time-structure map on the top of the Proterozoic
basement reflector exhibits a series of en-echelon gra-
bens with the deepest regions near the stepovers at
the northern part of each fault segment (Figure 12A,
B). This relationship is especially clear at the graben
labeled no. 2 in Figure 12A. The deepest parts of the
grabens are also most extensive spatially near the
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Figure 8. (A) Longitudinal (strike) seismic slice in the three-dimensional (3-D) seismic survey along the length of the relay ramp labeled
no. 3 in Figure 4B. See (C) for the location of the line of section. In the relay ramp, the positive reflector directly below no. 1 truncates re-
flectors no. 2, 3, and 4; more material was removed upsection toward the upper (northeast) end of the ramp, as could be expected in nor-
mal erosion or slump scars. The detachment marking the zone of removal in this case climbs up section at the relay ramp along the
positive reflector below no. 1. The subdetachment reflector (labeled “sub-detach.”) is approximately at the Lockport Group reflector. Seis-
mic data used in this interpretation are courtesy of and owned by Seitel. (B) Longitudinal (strike) seismic slice along the length of the relay
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stepover (graben no. 4 in Figure 12A). These obser-
vations (Figure 12) suggest that the deepest parts of
the grabens developed as rhombochasms (or releas-
ing bends, Figure 12C). The right-step fault geome-
try at the rhombochasms implies that right-lateral
motion occurred along a generally northeast-south-
west trend (Figure 12C). This motion probably oc-
curred in a locally transtensional environment since
the grabens extend along much of the length of the
individual fault segments (Figure 12A).

Apparent normal faults with small throws swing
away from the graben in the southeast corner of the
3-D survey (brown faults that are indicated by red
and white arrows in Figure 12A). The swing in strike
is consistent with an approximately east-west orien-
tation of the maximum horizontal stress (SHmax)
inferred from the rhombochasm model. The map
pattern of the small-throw faults is similar to that of
Riedel shears (such as the fault indicated by the
white arrow in Figure 12A).The orientation of these
possible Riedel shears implies right-lateral motion
along the overall trend of the grabens, the same sense

~350 m

Amsterdam

Little Falls

Figure 9. Saratoga-McGregor Fault zone at Saratoga Springs,
New York (for location of Saratoga Springs, see Figure 2). We
suggest this figure, modified with permission from figure 7 in
Cushing and Ruedemann (1914), portrays a relay ramp. The Am-
sterdam Limestone is equivalent to the Trenton Group, and the
Canajoharie Shale is equivalent to the Utica Group (see Figure 3
for stratigraphic relationships of Trenton and Utica Groups).

Figure 10. Generalized geological map of the Schenectady re-
gion, New York State. Location of map shown as white-dashed
box labeled “Fig. 10” in Figure 2. Dashed bold lines indicate nor-
mal fault traces. Solid bold lines indicate Taconic thrusts. Star =
approximate location of core discussed in text. Map from Kidd in
Jacobi et al. (2016) and modified from Fisher (1980), Plesch
(1994), and Kidd et al. (1995). 1 = Ordovician flysch (shale and
silt facies of the Lorraine Group), which overlies the Utica Group;
2 = coarser Ordovician flysch of the Schenectady Formation (are-
nite facies of the Lorraine Group), which overlies unit no. 1; C-O
= Cambrian–Ordovician carbonate bank; d2 = deformed Ordovi-
cian arenite facies of the Lorraine Group; Ho = Hoffmans Fault;
m = Taconic melange; PC = Precambrian rocks; RL = Ruede-
mann’s Line (western extent of Taconic thrusting); Sch = Schenec-
tady; S-M = Saratoga-McGregor Fault; S.S. = Saratoga Springs; U
= Ordovician Utica Group.

Figure 8. Continued. ramp labeled no. 4 in Figure 4B. See (C) for the location of the line-of-seismic section. In the relay ramp, the pos-
itive reflectors no. 1 to 4 structurally downlap onto reflector no. 5 at the vertical arrows. More material (areally) was removed downsection
toward the upper (southwest) end of the ramp, as in a turtle structure. The detachment marking the zone of removal at the relay ramp (re-
flector no. 5) parallels the subdetachment reflector (labeled “sub-detach.”). Truncated reflectors in the upper right represent complex ge-
ometry of out-of-plane layers and faults that dip orthogonally to the seismic section and that intersect the seismic section. Seismic data
used in this interpretation are courtesy of and owned by Seitel. (C) Locations of the longitudinal sections (thick, dashed, black lines) in (A)
and (B) (italicized letters on map refer to (A) and (B), respectively). Numbers 3 and 4 refer to relay ramps no. 3 and 4 in the 3-D seismic
survey displayed in Figure 4B. Map base is the central part of Figure 4A. Color ramp is warm colors = highs, cool colors = lows. The small
white blocks in the image are areas of no data (“cut-outs”).
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of motion that was deduced from the proposed
rhombochasms. In contrast, these normal faults are
not consistent with left-lateral motion along the gra-
ben trend that would have resulted from a north-
northeast– to north-oriented SHmax.

Growth fault geometries across the grabens ob-
served in the 3-D seismic surveys indicate that the
graben development and fault motion occurred pri-
marily during Trenton and Utica deposition. In the
particular example displayed in Figure 13, much of
the graben development occurred immediately after
Trenton deposition, based on the thickened section
immediately above the Trenton reflector in the gra-
ben. Some grabens also show a thickened Trenton re-
flector interval, suggesting activity during Trenton

deposition, as well. Syndepositional normal faulting
of the Trenton has also been proposed based on sur-
face geological relationships (e.g., Selleck, 2014).
The fault on the southeastern side of the graben in
Figure 13 appears to have continued further motion
during the Taconic Orogeny, since the fault offsets re-
flectors above the Trenton reflector, including the Lor-
raine reflector of the Taconic Queenston clastic wedge.

The faults associated with the graben apparently
totally ceased motion by the end of Ordovician since
the Cherokee unconformity, which approximates the
base of the Silurian in theMohawk Valley region (e.g.,
Swezey, 2002), appears generally undisturbed above
the graben (Figure 13). The Cherokee unconformity
marks the end of the Taconic tectophase of the
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Figure 11. (A) Simplified geologic map of the Little Falls quadrangle (location of (A) shown in Figure 2 as dashed white box labeled
“Fig. 11A”). Heavy, solid black lines indicate known fault locations, tics on downthrown side; heavy black or white short-dashed lines indi-
cate inferred fault locations. Thin black or white long-dashed lines indicate topographic lineaments. Black box labeled “Fig. 11B” indicates
approximate location of (B). Figure after Agle et al. (2005, 2006a, b), Jacobi et al. (2005). (B) Geologic map of fault stepover area of Little
Falls Fault. Location of map is shown by labeled box in (A). Figure after Agle et al. (2005), Jacobi et al. (2005). Red lines = fault traces; solid
red lines = less than 15 m uncertainty; dashed = approximate; dotted = inferred; CLf = Cambrian Little Falls Dolostone; ODo = Ordovician
Dolgeville Formation of the Utica Group; OIc = Ordovician Indian Castle Formation of the Utica Group; OTh = Ordovician Tribes Hill For-
mation; OTr = Ordovician Trenton Group; OU = Ordovician Utica Group; pC-OTr = Proterozoic rocks and overlying section of Cambrian
Potsdam Sandstone through Ordovician Trenton Group (the Cambrian–Ordovician Great American carbonate bank of Landing, 2012); Q
= Quaternary.
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Figure 12. (A) Time-structure map on the top of Proterozoic basement in eastern New York State based on three-dimensional seismic
surveys. Approximate location is within the eastern white-dashed box in Figure 1. Color ramp for depth is green and orange = high, blue
= low. Red line indicates the generalized trace of the main series of linked northeast-striking faults. Dashed black line indicates approxi-
mate northwestern extent of significant downwarping related to the grabens. Both the black dashed line and the red line display right steps
in the fault system. Brown hachured lines indicate fault traces picked on each inline and crossline (dip-slip component of fault motion is
down on the hachured side). Easterly striking fault traces are indicated by red and white arrows (see text for discussion of red and white
arrows). Yellow arrows indicate deepest parts of the grabens, which are located near right steps of the fault system. This geometrical rela-
tionship is especially evident in the southwestern two grabens (no. 1 and no. 2). (B) Simplified schematic diagram of (A) that displays the
relationships among the fault segments, fault right steps, and deepest extents of the grabens (blue ellipses). The black dashed line indicates
the approximate outline of the southeastern side of the grabens. The right steps of the main fault (in red) and associated deepest parts of
the grabens are interpreted to represent rhombochasms that developed in a right-lateral locally transtensional regime. (C) Simplified sche-
matic diagram showing the development of a rhombochasm at the right step of a right-lateral strike-slip fault.
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Taconic Orogeny (Figure 3; e.g., Ettensohn and Brett,
2002; Ettensohn, 2004). In other 3-D surveys, the
faults have different timings of final cessation, and a
few penetrate the entire Devonian section (Jacobi,
2011, 2012). These variable times of fault cessation
inferred from the seismic sections are consistent col-
lectively with (1) the Late Ordovician faulting in
the Mohawk Valley determined from the age of
breccias and growth fault sections in the Upper Or-
dovician Black River, Trenton and Utica section
(e.g., Bradley and Kidd, 1991; Jacobi and Mitchell,
2002); (2) the inferred reactivated faulting that af-
fected the Silurian and Devonian units (Jacobi and
Smith, 2000, for a review see Jacobi and Mitchell,
2018; Jacobi and Ebel, 2019); and (3) highly com-
partmentalized effects of (multiple) hydrothermal
circulation events (e.g., Smith, 2006; Marner et al.,
2008; Jacobi et al., 2018; Hunt, 2020).

RHOMBOCHASMS INFERRED FROM
GEOLOGICAL MAP PATTERNS IN EASTERN
NEW YORK STATE

In the southeastern part of the Adirondack dome, a
series of small grabens that contain Cambrian–
Ordovician sedimentary rocks are surrounded by
Proterozoic units (grabens no. 1–3 in Figure 2). The
only specifically studied graben is the “Wells out-
lier,” located at Wells, New York (graben no. 1 in
Figure 2; Miller, 1916; Fisher, 1957). This graben
involves probable Cambrian sandstone, sandy dolo-
mite, and dolomite overlain successively by strata of
the Ordovician Black River, Trenton and Utica
Groups (e.g., Miller, 1916; Fisher, 1957). Shale of
the Utica Group is drag folded against the western,
north-northeast–striking boundary fault.

Since the Wells outlier graben occurs where the
western boundary fault of the graben exhibits a jog
(Figure 2; see map by Fisher, 1957), and since inves-
tigators have proposed that some of the north-north-
east–striking faults mapped in the Adirondack dome
sustained a component of strike-slip motion (e.g.,
Jacobi, 2012; Valentino et al., 2012; Jacobi et al.,
2015), the Wells outlier graben is likely a rhombo-
chasm at the stepover. Grabens no. 2 and no. 3 in
Figure 2 also occur where north-northeast–striking
faults exhibit left steps. All three grabens are thus
probably rhombochasms that developed during left-
lateral strike-slip motion parallel to the Appalachian
orogen (Jacobi, 2012; Jacobi et al. 2015).

Based on aeromagnetic anomalies and structural
data, Valentino et al. (2012) concluded that a rhombo-
chasm exists beneath Piseco Lake (Figure 2). The
Wells outlier and graben no. 2 are linked to Piseco
Lake by a west-northwest–trending, slightly arcuate (in
map pattern) fault system (Figure 2) that follows the
Shawinigan Piseco shear zone of Valentino et al.
(2019). The Piseco shear zone may have provided
zones of crustal weakness that promoted Iapetan-open-
ing fault transfer zones (or stepovers) that later devel-
oped into rhombochasms during strike-slip motion.

Hoffmans Fault exhibits a “tail” of faults that in-
cludes grabens (in the region of no. 4 in Figure 2).
The tail and the grabens are similar to strike-slip fea-
tures, including a rhombochasm (releasing bend no.
4 in Figure 2), and suggest a component of left-lateral
motion. Cushing and Ruedemann (1914) mapped
several fault horses (not horsts) along East Galway
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Figure 13. Seismic section across one of the grabens in the
three-dimensional seismic surveys of Figure 12A (graben is indi-
cated by the green ellipse in the seismic section). The graben is
infilled primarily by the basal Utica Group, which overlies the
Trenton Group. In the enlarged inset, the infill is indicated by the
black blob. Note that the reflectors above the infill pass over the
graben with little offset. The infill suggests a late Trenton Group
to earliest Utica Group time of deposition for primary develop-
ment of the rhombochasm. Arrow indicates probable offset of
Lorraine reflector. The vertical scale is correct for units above the
Trenton Group.
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and West Galway faults (faults shown in Figure 2).
One of these fault horses, no. 5 in Figure 2, is a small
graben that Cushing and Ruedemann (1914)
mapped at a minor left step of the West Galway
Fault (although more-recent maps do not show the
same configuration of faults; Rickard et al., 1970;
Fisher, 1980). If Cushing and Ruedemann’s (1914)
mapping is correct, then the graben at the left step
suggests a small rhombochasm that resulted from a
component of left-lateral motion on the West Gal-
way Fault.

The age of the proposed rhombochasms inferred
from surface geology is difficult to establish. Since the
north-northeast–striking faults were active in Ordovi-
cian time in the Mohawk Valley region, and since
these grabens occur along northern extensions of the
faults in theMohawk Valley, it is possible that the gra-
bens formed in the Ordovician Taconic Orogeny. In
the Wells outlier, thin conglomerate beds occur in the
Ordovician Lowville Formation (Black River Group;
Fisher 1957), but the pebbles are rounded, not angu-
lar as might be expected close to an active fault scarp.
Further, shales of the Utica Group are exposed within
meters of the assumed trace of the western boundary
fault, but no breccia, or coarsening of the units, are ob-
served. It would appear that final development of the
Wells outlier occurred later than the deposition of the

exposed basal Utica Group strata and could even be
related to Middle–Late Devonian (Neoacadian) or
younger fault motion.

Graben no. 4, which is closest to the western
main splay of Hoffmans Fault, does exhibit a breccia
with abundant Middle–Upper Ordovician Prasopora
(Bryozoa) and sporadic angular dolostone clasts,
possibly from the Cambrian Little Falls Dolostone
(Figure 14). This breccia suggests motion in Taconic
times, like the breccias along the Hoffmans Fault to
the south near the Mohawk River. There breccias in
the Black River Group crop out on the upthrown
(western) side and in the Trenton Group on the
downthrown (eastern) side of the fault (reviewed in
Bradley and Kidd, 1991). Given the considerations
above, and the fact that the faults to the south in out-
crop and to southwest in the 3-D seismic survey sus-
tained major motion during the Ordovician Taconic
Orogeny, grabens no. 2 and no. 3 (Figure 2) probably
also developed during the Taconic Orogeny.

The grabens along the Saratoga-McGregor, Hoff-
mans, and associated faults reach far into the Protero-
zoic massif of the Adirondack dome (Figure 2); this
reach suggests significant throw along these grabens
in the Adirondack dome. However, the map pattern
of the lower contact of the upper Cambrian Beek-
mantown Group does not reflect the deep incursion
into the Adirondack dome. Rather, the contact dis-
plays relatively minor offset across the Hoffmans
Fault west-northwest of Saratoga Springs (e.g., Fish-
er, 1980). If this map pattern is correct (the outcrop
is quite sporadic in this region), then the grabens
have a geometry similar to those observed in the 3-D
seismic reflection surveys, in that major throw is ob-
served on the Proterozoic–Cambrian contact and sig-
nificantly less throw is observed upsection, in this
case at the Beekmantown level (Furongian–Lower
Ordovician). If the mapped contacts are correct,
then these grabens formed primarily during the Fu-
rongian to Early Ordovician.

In contrast to these proposed Ordovician ages,
Valentino et al. (2012) suggested that the strike-slip
component of motion was related to Cretaceous up-
lift of the Adirondack dome, since (1) fission-track
dating (Roden-Tice et al., 2000; Roden-Tice and
Tice, 2005) suggests diachronous cooling histories
across the faults and (2) the regional stress field in the
Cretaceous would have promoted left-lateral motion
on the north-northeast–striking faults.

Figure 14. Coarse-grained Trenton limestone with Mid–Late
Ordovician Prasopora sp. (Bryozoa) and breccia clasts of dolo-
stone (Little Falls Dolostone?) at 42� 59.977’N, 74� 03.180’W in
graben no. 4 along the Hoffmans Fault (see Figure 2 for location).
The breccia suggests that the graben was active during Trenton
deposition. The ruler is 15 cm (6 in.) long, and the numbered divi-
sions on the right side of the ruler are in centimeters. Photograph
by Robert Jacobi.
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The Taconic and cumulative magnitude of trans-
current motion that occurred on these oblique-slip
faults is unknown. For the Dolgeville and Hoffmans
Faults, only a minor amount of Taconic and younger
strike-slip motion might be inferred from the gentle
plunge of axes of large (meso- to macroscale) drag
folds that involve Ordovician Utica and Schenectady
strata. In the Adirondack dome at Piseco Lake (Fig-
ure 2), the north-northeast–striking Indian Lake
Fault (a probable northerly continuation of the Little
Falls Fault) appears to offset the Shawinigan Piseco
Antiform axis 3.5 km in a left-lateral sense (figure 14
in Valentino et al., 2012), and farther north at Indian
Lake, the Indian Lake Fault system similarly offsets
another possible Shawinigan antiformal axis 3 km in
a left-lateral sense (Valentino et al., 2011, 2012,
2019). However, south of Piseco Lake, Valentino
et al.’s (2019) detailed geologic map (their figure 4)
shows little offset (0–0.5 km) of the east-west–trend-
ing Shawinigan Piseco shear zone across the Indian
Lake Fault, suggesting that the 3–3.5 km of left-later-
al motion on the Indian Lake Fault was transferred to
the Piseco shear zone (Valentino et al., 2012) or that

the 2.5–3 km of left-lateral motion predates the
Shawinigan Piseco shear zone.

RHOMBOCHASMS AND RESTRAINING
BENDS IN VEINS THAT SUGGEST STRIKE-
SLIP MOTION ON HOFFMANS FAULT,
MOHAWK VALLEY, NEW YORK STATE

Structures associated with Hoffmans Fault in Wolf
Hollow (Figure 15) indicate that both strike-slip and
dip-slip motion occurred on Hoffmans Fault. These
structures include (1) drag folds in the down-dropped
Utica and Lorraine Groups against the flat-lying car-
bonate succession of the Little Falls Dolostone to
Trenton Group, (2) heavily veined shale, (3) a thin
zone of scaly cleaved melange, (4) a heavily fractured
zone, and (5) a small number of faults with minor
throw (on the order of a centimeter). The steeply dip-
ping veins that strike collinearly with the strike of the
fault display stepovers with both restraining bends
(Figure 15A) and releasing bends (Figure 15B) that
suggest both left- and right-lateral motion along the
fault zone. An approximately 5-cm drag fold with a

poles to veins

slickenfiber plunge

left lateral 
from drag fold

(C)

2 cm

(A)

2 cm

(B)

Figure 15. Kinematic indicators of veins on outcrop pavement along the Hoffmans Fault in Wolf Hollow, New York (for location, see
black circle on Hoffmans Fault in Figure 2). (A) Restraining bend in vein (at label no. 4) where the vein is thinner at the right step than
along the longer, northerly striking segments of the vein. The right-stepping restraining bend indicates left-lateral motion. View down onto
outcrop pavement. Photograph by Robert Jacobi. (B) Releasing bends (rhombochasms) in a vein (at sites with arrows) wherein the vein is
thicker at the right step than along the longer, more northerly striking segments of the vein. Right-stepping releasing bends indicate right-
lateral motion. Photograph by Robert Jacobi. (C) Stereonet displaying orientations of veins and slickenfibers at a small outcrop in the ditch
alongside the Wolf Hollow Road. The veins strike northerly (planes and poles to the veins), and one vein has a small drag fold of Utica
Group shale along the vein (plane indicated by “left lateral from drag fold”). The slickenfibers plunge both along strike and downdip, indi-
cating both strike-slip and dip-slip motion. The along-strike plunge is consistent with the releasing and restraining bend orientations.
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vertically plunging axis and an axial surface parallel to
the veins also indicates left-lateral motion (Figure
15C). Dip-slip motion is inferred from downdip
plunging slickenfibers (Figure 15C), which is consis-
tent with observed thickening of the Trenton and Uti-
ca succession on the eastern, downthrown side of this
fault (Jacobi andMitchell, 2018, figure 5 therein).

The strike-slip motion inferred from the vertical-
ly plunging fold axes and the veins with rhombo-
chasms are consistent with the motion inferred from
the seismic data and from the map patterns. Howev-
er, the outcrop data are not a compelling argument
for a Taconic age of strike-slip motion since the age
of the veins is not known and since multiple sense of
motions are inferred from vein crosscutting, abutting,
and stepover relationships (e.g., Agle et al., 2006a, b;
Hrywnak et al., 2014; Jacobi et al., 2015). In fact, the
U/Pb ratio of a sample from one vein in a nearby core
falls on an isochron that yields a Middle–Late Devo-
nian age (Jacobi et al., 2018).

DISCUSSION

The relay ramps observed in the 3-D seismic survey
in western Pennsylvania occur at terminations of
straight fault segments that offset the Onondaga
Limestone. The presence of relay ramps suggest that
the fault segments first formed in an extensional envi-
ronment. Such an environment could be expected in
local salt and mud withdrawal tectonics, but could
the extension also represent a more-regional stress
field?We have proposed in the past that other nearby
faults in western Pennsylvania initiated essentially as
slump faults bounding slump blocks (“floats” in the
terminology of Hudec et al., 2011) above the ductile
upper Silurian Vernon and Syracuse evaporite and
mudstone succession of the Salina Group (Jacobi
et al., 2013, 2015). Back-rotated fault blocks bound-
ed by these faults suggest slumping occurred on an
easterly dipping slope down into the basin toward
the hinterland. This basinal slope direction is based
on an easterly thickening sedimentary wedge
between the Middle Devonian Onondaga and
Tully Limestones observed both in 2-D seismic re-
flection profiles (Jacobi et al., 2013, 2015) and in
outcrop and well data (e.g., Smith et al., 2019). This
model suggests that the extensional stress field was
regional.

Based on probable Upper Devonian sedimentary
infill into the associated grabens, this fault activity oc-
curred in the Neoacadian (Jacobi et al., 2013, 2015;
Gao at al., 2020). Reactivated Iapetan-opening faults
that pass up through the section from the Proterozoic
to the Salina Group controlled the boundaries of
deep fault blocks below the Salina section and the ro-
tation of these blocks. Motion on these faults and
fault blocks is hypothesized to have influenced the
position of the overlying slump blocks (or floats). Be-
cause the slump block faults above the Salina Group
are in general vertical alignment with the deep faults
below the Salina Group, most of the blocks appar-
ently experienced only minor translation downslope
from fault block rotation. Exceptions include the
more-ductile slump masses in the Salina that may
have flowed downslope 2–6 km (Jacobi et al., 2013).

This model of Neoacadian initial development of
faults and associated grabens in the western region of
the Appalachian Basin in Pennsylvania is counter to
the prevailing model for the northern part of the Penn-
sylvania Appalachian Basin that suggests the structures
above the Salina section developed during compression
in the Alleghanian orogeny (e.g., Frey, 1973; Sak et al.,
2012; Mount, 2014; Gillespie et al., 2015). (Note that
Gao et al., 2020, incorrectly indicated that Frey, 1973,
Mount, 2014, and Gillespie et al., 2015, ascribed the
deformation to the AcadianOrogeny.)

In the Alleghanian orogeny model, inward-facing
kink-band sets and box folds form grabens that typify
the structures between the Salina evaporites and the
Devonian Tully Limestone (Gillespie et al., 2015).
The kink bands are approximately 50–100 m wide,
and the grabens formed by the kink-band sets have
approximately a 400-m to 3-km width at the top of
the Marcellus Formation (Gillespie et al., 2015).
Compression and transport above the salt decolle-
ment developed in response to Alleghanian westward
thrusting in the fold-thrust belt where the upper
plate slipped northwesterly beyond the Allegheny
Front (Sak et al., 2012; Mount, 2014; Gillespie et al.,
2015). We have also observed similar inward-facing
kink-band sets, but they do not appear to be preva-
lent in the 3-D seismic survey discussed in this paper
nor on 2-D seismic reflection lines where the rotated
fault blocks occur.

We suggest that the structures analyzed in this
paper initiated in the Neoacadian during a regional
(trans)extensional event and developed further
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during the Alleghanian orogeny under compressive
or transpressional conditions. The difference be-
tween our model and the purely Alleghanian mod-
els is that our model suggests the deformation be-
gan during the Neoacadian orogeny, not the
Alleghanian orogeny. A second difference is that in
the purely Alleghanian models, the Alleghanian
structures above the Salina Group are decoupled
from faults below the Salina Group that extend
downward into Proterozoic rocks. In contrast, in
our model, Neoacadian slumping and gliding above
(and within) the Salina Group were localized and
influenced by dip changes on fault blocks below
the Salina Group. These fault block rotations re-
sulted from reactivation of Iapetan-opening faults
in the Neoacadian. This foreland basin model with
extension during Neoacadian basinal deepening to
the east followed by encroaching Alleghanian com-
pressional tectonics is consistent with older pro-
posals for the development of the Appalachian Ba-
sin (e.g., Ettensohn, 1985, 2005).

How prevalent are the relay ramps in the north-
ern Appalachian Basin? The answer cannot be deter-
mined conclusively from the limited number of avail-
able 3-D seismic surveys. In other 3-D surveys we
studied in western Pennsylvania, narrow, relatively
short relay ramps occur at small fault stepovers that
do not affect the linearity of the near-surface fold
axes. In central Pennsylvania, no relay ramps were re-
ported in a small 3-D seismic survey (Gao et al.,
2020). In the northern tier of Pennsylvania (largely
Bradford County; Figure 1), Mount (2014) did not
report large-scale relay ramps in 3-D seismic data. In
another 3-D seismic survey at an undisclosed location
in the eastern part of the northern tier of Pennsylva-
nia (Gillespie et al., 2015), relay ramps were also not
reported but may be evident in the northeastern part of
the 3-DOnondaga Limestone surface (their figure 8).

In the absence of 3-D seismic surveys, two ap-
proaches allow us to speculate where large-scale relay
ramps are more likely to occur. The formation of
large-scale relay ramps has at least two contributing
factors: (1) an extensional or transtensional environ-
ment, perhaps accentuated by local uplift, and (2) ter-
mination in map view of the anticline and associated
border faults at the Onondaga Limestone level. The
termination is manifested near the surface by either a
sharp jog in the near-surface fold axis (as in Figure 4)
or a termination of the near-surface fold axis.

The fairly linear near-surface anticline axes in
parts of western Pennsylvania and the northern tier
of Pennsylvania (Figure 1) suggest that in these areas
relay ramps do not occur at the large scale we por-
tray. In contrast, beneath a few sharp swings in orien-
tation of near-surface anticline axes (as in Figure 4),
2-D seismic lines display the Onondaga surface step-
ping down across two or more faults. We infer relay
ramps from these relationships in both western and
northern Pennsylvania.

Cross-strike alignments of these fold-axis termi-
nations (or abrupt swings) coincide with, and have
been used to trace, some CSDs (Figure 1; e.g., Rod-
gers and Anderson, 1984). In the northern and
central Appalachian Basin, CSDs were defined by
lineaments recognized in gravity, aeromagnetics, to-
pography, remotely sensed images, structural, seis-
mic, and stratigraphic data (e.g., Wheeler, 1980; Par-
rish and Lavin, 1982; Rodgers and Anderson, 1984;
Canich and Gold, 1985; Southworth, 1987; Harper,
1989; Shumaker andWilson, 1996; Pohn, 2000; Gao
et al., 2020). The CSDs represent either zones of
steeply dipping, north- to northwest-striking multi-
ply reactivated fault systems that initiated during
Iapetan-opening or lateral ramps of thrusts (e.g.,
Rodgers and Anderson, 1984; Harper, 1989; Pohn,
2000; Jacobi, 2002). Since large-scale relay ramps
can occur in regions marked by the terminations or
jogs of near-surface anticlines (such as in Figure 4),
CSDs may preferentially mark regions of relay
ramps. The locations of Neoacadian fold termina-
tions and associated relay ramps at CSDs were influ-
enced by differential Neoacadian adjustments and
uplift of fault blocks partly demarcated by the CSDs
(e.g., Harper, 1989; Gao et al., 2020).

Uplift accompanying reactivated Iapetan-opening-
Rome trough faults could have stimulated the devel-
opment of extensional structures (including relay
ramps) as a result of (1) a steepening basinal slope,
(2) fault block rotations, and (3) seismicity. A pro-
posed Middle Devonian paleotopographic high in
western Pennsylvania (Williams and Bragonier,
1974; Parrish and Lavin, 1982; Harper, 1999; Lash
and Engelder, 2011) is marked by the Kane gravity
high (Figure 1; e.g., Parrish and Lavin, 1982; Shu-
maker and Wilson, 1996) that overlaps a region
where the Middle Devonian Oriskany Sandstone is
absent (Figure 1; e.g., Kostelnik and Carter, 2009;
Lash and Engelder, 2011). Uplifts in different
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regions are indicated by other Middle Devonian stra-
ta, such as the lowest member of the Marcellus For-
mation, the Union Springs Member (Figure 1; Lash
and Engelder, 2011). Although uplift is not as evi-
dent in western Pennsylvania during the Late Devo-
nian, limited Late Devonian uplift may have oc-
curred there as well (Harper, 1989, personal
communication, 2020), as it did in New York (Jaco-
bi and Fountain, 1993, 1996, 2002; Smith and Jaco-
bi, 1998, 2001; Jacobi, 2002; Evenick et al., 2005).
In that case, uplift along reactivated Iapetan-opening
faults in western Pennsylvania likely was a contrib-
uting factor for the formation of relay ramps in west-
ern Pennsylvania compared to the region of Mount’s
(2014) and Gillespie et al.’s (2015) 3-D seismic sur-
veys that are more than 100 km (>62 mi) away from
the regions of uplift in western Pennsylvania. The
uplift might be the manifestation of a peripheral
bulge that developed in response to plate loading
and consequent downwarp farther east (e.g., Lash
and Engelder, 2011).

A factor that does not appear to have a significant
influence on relay ramp recognition is the distance
from the Allegheny Front. Since Wiltschko and
Chapple (1977) showed that the ratio of structural
relief to salt thickness of anticlines in the Appala-
chian Basin increases toward the Allegheny Front, it
is possible that 3-D seismic surveys close to the Alle-
gheny Front had Devonian Neoacadian structures
that were completely overprinted by Carbonifer-
ous–Permian Alleghanian strain. However, the 3-D
seismic survey in western Pennsylvania with the
large-scale relay ramps is about the same distance
from the Allegheny Front (measured orthogonal to
the Front) as Mount’s (2014) 3-D survey that has no
recognized relay ramps and only 20 km (12 mi) fur-
ther away from the Allegheny Front than Gillespie
et al.’s (2015) survey with small unremarked possible
relay ramps.

If the Neoacadian fault model proposed herein is
correct, then the faults began developing before oil
and gas generation. Based on the sediment infills, the
age of faulting ranged from circa 380 to 370 Ma (Ja-
cobi et al., 2012, 2013, 2018). Subsidence curves
suggest that oil generation in the Marcellus Forma-
tion in the area of the 3-D seismic survey began circa
360 Ma, with peak oil generation between circa 360
and 310 Ma (Jacobi et al., 2012, 2013, 2018). Gas
generation followed the oil generation from circa 360

to 270 Ma. This model is confirmed by bitumen-
filled veins associated with the faults in core (e.g., Ja-
cobi et al., 2018). These faults thus were most likely
conduits for oil and gas migration away from the
Marcellus Formation; the stratigraphically higher
sandstones such as the Devonian Elk and Bradford
sandstones were probably charged in this manner.

We interpret a more than 100-yr-old geological
sketch from Cushing and Ruedemann (1914) as por-
traying a Taconic relay ramp along the north-north-
east–striking Saratoga-McGregor Fault in theMohawk
Valley (Figure 9). The relay ramp interpretation is
consistent with the detailed structural analysis of more
than 50 kinematic indicators in the Utica Group in an
unoriented core taken farther south on a main splay of
the same fault (Hanson et al., 2010, 2011; location of
core indicated by star in Figures 2, 10). None of the ki-
nematic indicators imply strike-slip motion; rather, all
indicate either downdip or updip motion (Hanson
et al., 2010, 2011). The dip-slip movement on the
Saratoga-McGregor Fault is also consistent with older
convergence models of the Taconic Orogeny (e.g.,
Fisher, 1979; Bradley and Kidd, 1991). However, the
dip-slip motion does not agree with the proposed local
transtensional motion suggested by presence of rhom-
bochasms along north-northeast–striking faults to the
west, such as Hoffmans Fault. Perhaps the core on the
Saratoga-McGregor Fault (location indicated by star
in Figure 2) actually passed through a dip-slip fault as-
sociated with a stepover on the Saratoga-McGregor
Fault or not all the north-northeast–striking faults ex-
perienced the same sense of motion.

If we are correct that the Taconic structures in
the 3-D seismic survey in New York State represent
rhombochasms along north-northeast––striking
faults, in a local transtensional environment, then the
strike-slip component in that region was right lateral.
In contrast, if the small grabens at left steps in north-
northeast–striking faults in the southern Adirondacks
also represent rhombochasms, then these faults expe-
rienced left-lateral motion. It is difficult to determine
the age of these grabens, but Mid–Late Ordovician
Prasopora (Bryozoa) in a breccia exposed in graben
no. 4 along Hoffmans Fault indicates that graben no.
4 was active during the Mid–Late Ordovician Tacon-
ic Orogeny. This age is similar to that of the faults in
the 3-D seismic survey and to other faults in the Mo-
hawk Valley that are associated with Trenton–Black
River breccias (e.g., Bradley and Kidd, 1991).
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The proposed Taconic motion on the north-
northeast–striking faults in the southern Adiron-
dacks is opposite to that of the northeast-striking
faults inferred from the 3-D seismic survey. If this
assessment of opposite sense of motions is correct,
and they are Taconic, then we propose that the op-
posite sense of strike-slip motion for Taconic times
reflects escape tectonics away from the New York
promontory. The New York promontory is a relict
headland on the ragged Laurentian margin that de-
veloped during the breakup of Rodinia and the
opening of the Iapetus (e.g., Thomas, 2006; Hib-
bard and Karabinos, 2013). The New York prom-
ontory influenced deposition along the passive
Laurentian margin in the Cambrian and Early Or-
dovician (e.g., Hibbard and Karabinos, 2013;
Landing and Webster, 2018). Later, the promon-
tory would have functioned as a structural buttress
during the Taconic collisional events when sedi-
mentary terranes and microcontinent-floored arcs
approached and impinged on the Laurentian mar-
gin (e.g., Marshak, 2004).

Not only did the north-northeast–striking faults
not all share the same sense of motion, but it also ap-
pears that they all did not sustain motion at the same
time in (1) the Mohawk Valley region, based on lo-
calized slumps (Jacobi and Mitchell, 2002; Jacobi
et al., 2006); (2) the region southwest of the Mo-
hawk Valley, based on detailed analyses of growth
fault geometries observed in 3-D seismic reflection
data (Jacobi, 2011, 2012); and (3) central and west-
ern New York State, based on detailed field stratigra-
phy and 2-D seismic reflection profiles (Jacobi and
Fountain, 1993, 2002).

It is not surprising that faults with the same ori-
entation, and in some cases within the same general
structural domain, experienced different timings
and/or sense of motion. The Mohawk Valley region
has been affected by a complex sequence of tectonic
events, including the Taconic, Salinic, Neoacadian,
and Alleghanian orogenies as well as rifting of the
present-day Atlantic, Cretaceous and younger uplift,
and glacial loading and rebound (e.g., Bosworth and
Putman, 1986; Valentino et al., 2012; Jacobi and
Ebel, 2019). Additionally, in the Appalachian Basin
of the Mohawk Valley region, the different timings
of motion on different faults during a single orogeny
may be a reflection of the (1) relatively low stress
differential across the basin, compared to orogenic

belts (Jacobi and Fountain, 1993, 2002) and/or (2)
evolution of structures such as the abandonment of
faults as a rhombochasm develops. The different
senses of motion on faults with the same orienta-
tion, such as dip slip for some faults and strike slip,
oblique slip, as well as dip slip for other faults,
may be related to (1) incomplete or incorrect un-
derstanding concerning the geometry of the faults
because of poor outcrop or 2-D seismic data, (2)
different ages for the dip-slip versus strike-slip mo-
tions, or (3) stress field deviations across the region
related to large-scale crustal block faults and/or
stress release on these faults, as has been proposed
for varying fracture orientations in the Mohawk
Valley (Jacobi, 2014).

Careful analyses of thickness variations of reflec-
tor intervals across the faults in 3-D surveys can re-
veal the timing and sense of dip-slip motion of the
suite of faults in the target area. Additionally, small
thickness variations in particular reflector intervals at
fault stepovers can indicate the timing and sense of
motion for a component of strike-slip faulting, as
shown above for the Mohawk Valley region. Com-
parison of the thickness variations across the faults in
the seismic survey will allow determination of the
pervasiveness of a particular motion history in the
target area.

An important implication for these variable
timings of motion and variable senses of motion
on faults in a relatively local region is that the fault
motion history inferred from a few data points on
a few faults should not be extrapolated with any
degree of confidence to entire networks of faults
in the northern Appalachian Basin. Blanket gener-
alizations can lead to incorrect assumptions con-
cerning the (1) fault motion history of unstudied
individual faults and (2) consequent faulting fac-
tors such as timing of hydrocarbon and hydrother-
mal fluid migration along particular faults
(Jacobi, 2011, 2012). These different timings
of fault motion can lead to significant local
compartmentalization.

CONCLUSIONS

Structures in the northern Appalachian Basin gener-
ally have been ascribed to compressional tectonics
related to the Alleghanian orogeny. Relay ramps
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implying local extensional stress conditions and
rhombochasms implying strike-slip motion have not
been reported in the northern Appalachian Basin.
However, we have recognized relay ramps in a 3-D
seismic survey in the Appalachian Basin of western
Pennsylvania. The relay ramps are observed in struc-
ture maps of the Devonian Onondaga Limestone
(which underlies the Marcellus Formation).

These relay ramps occur where the border faults
on the southeastern side of Salina Group salt and
mudstone pillows terminate. The relay ramps have
length/width ratios consistent with those observed in
other basins and in physical models. Devonian sedi-
ment infill in adjacent grabens suggest that the fea-
tures initiated during the Neoacadian orogeny, rather
than the Alleghanian orogeny. The proposed Neoa-
cadian origin of these faults implies that these faults
initiated before the time of Marcellus oil and gas gen-
eration. The faults were thus most likely migration
pathways for hydrocarbon out of the source beds. Bi-
tumen in veins associated with the faults supports
this hypothesis.

Reactivated Iapetan-opening faults that pass up
through the section from the Proterozoic to the
Salina Group commonly are aligned with the fault
systems above the Salina Group. Motion on the
deeper faults and fault blocks is hypothesized to have
influenced the position of the overlying slump blocks.
Because the deep faults below the Salina Group are
in general vertical alignment with the slump block
faults above the Salina Group, most of the blocks
apparently experienced only minor translation down-
slope from fault block rotation.

A relay ramp interpretation is also proposed
for a dipping fault block of Ordovician carbonates
located along the north-northeast–striking Sarato-
ga-McGregor Fault in the Mohawk Valley region
at Saratoga, New York. In contrast, a series of step-
overs on another Taconic fault in the Mohawk
Valley displays no significant relay ramp. Possible
contributing factors for this lack of observed relay
ramps include the (1) stepovers evolved to the fi-
nal, faulted, stage of relay ramp development and
(2) semilithified nature of the Utica black shales at
the time of deformation resulted in narrow zones
of steeply drag-folded shale.

Rhombochasms are inferred from a small 3-D
seismic survey in the Appalachian Basin of eastern
New York State southwest of the Mohawk Valley

region. The deepest extents of the grabens occur at
right stepovers of en-echelon, northeast-striking
faults. Possible Riedel shears accompany the graben
fault systems. The rhombochasms involve the Tren-
ton and Utica Groups and indicate a component of
right-lateral motion during the Taconic Orogeny. To
the north, small grabens mapped within the Protero-
zoic terrane of the Adirondack dome contain Cam-
brian–Ordovician sediments and occur at left steps of
north-northeast–striking faults. These grabens may
represent rhombochasms that developed during left-
lateral motion on the north-northeast–striking faults.
Mid–Upper Ordovician breccia in one of the grabens
suggest that at least this graben was active during the
Taconic Orogeny. Right-lateral motion on northeast-
striking faults to the south of the New York promon-
tory and left-lateral motion on north-northeast–strik-
ing faults to the north of the New York promontory
suggest that the divergent strike-slip motion could be
related to escape tectonics away from the New York
promontory during convergence tectonics.

That similarly striking faults in the northern
Appalachian Basin can have different senses of mo-
tion and timings requires careful consideration
when attempting to build a basin model from a
few fault examples. Blanket generalizations can
lead to incorrect assumptions concerning conse-
quent faulting factors, such as timing of hydrocar-
bon migration along particular faults. The different
fault histories will also contribute to significant
compartmentalization. The high fracture porosity
that can be associated with rhombochasms and
Riedel shears make these newly recognized features
an attractive target.
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